
Geocaching course :  « Discovery of the heritage of VALDEROURE Village » 
 

 

How to play: 
 
Geocaching is an outdoor recreational activity in which participants use a Global Positioning System (GPS). 
Geocaching makes it possible to visit places thanks to North and East Coordinates. 
The Google Maps application is one of the tools that allow visitors to advance on a course by integrating the 
provided North and East coordinates. And discover the course more often by solving riddles. 
The visitor will be able to observe the various heritages which he will progressively discover. 
The course often ends by the search and the discovery of a small waterproof and resistant container, including 
a register of visits named “logbook” and sometimes one or more “treasures”..... 

 
Discover other geocaching : http://hautpays.paysdegrasse.fr/formations-eric 

 

Entering North and East Coordinates in Google Maps. 
 
With the Google Maps Application to start your course, you will enter a latitude (North) and a longitude (East) 
in degrees (°)  and minutes (‘), in the menu bar “ enter your search”. 
The first coordinates will always be given to you; some riddles will help you to find the following coordinates of 
the next steps. 
 
For example to enter : N 43 47.783  E006 42.819, you must be careful  to respect the spaces, the points, the 
comma, or (if we expressly indicate) 
43space47point783commaspace06space42point819 
Then start the search. Click on “itinerary” then “start” to start your course. 
 
The practice of geocaching is under the responsability and common sens of everyone and hiking in nature 
needs to have the necessary equipement and the usual protections. 
Discretion is a basic principle of geocaching practice. 

 

It’s your turn. 
General clue :  a measuring tape is necessary for stage 2. 
 
Stage 1 : N 43°47.783   E 006 42.819 
Given clue :  at the intersection with D602, you will find a raking machine, which will provide 
you the coordinate of the following cache. 
 
Stage 2 : 
Given clue:  among the following parameters, which is of the rinsing tank? 
P1= 4.32m 
P2=  6.38m 
P3= 10.70m 
Solve :  X being the number before the decimal point, solve  N 43°47 (813+X) and E 
006°42.568 
 
Stage 3:  
Given clue : Merlin will disclose you the day X ( remember the day for the final cache) and 
Solve: N 43°47(783+X)  and E 006°42.549. And good bread, you will find if you take the stairs. 
You don’t have to enter the place to find the EAST coordinates of the next stage. 
 

http://hautpays.paysdegrasse.fr/formations-eric


 
Stage 4 
Given clue: on this course, follow the Washington directionto get to N 43°47.762  E006 42.X  
and you will find me where the source flows. I will help you at the end of the course. 
 
Stage 5: final cache 
Given clue:  5 steps North East, from Folco, you will post your log.  
 
 
 
 


